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RENORMALIZED PRODUCTS OF THE GENERALIZED
FREE FIELD AND ITS DERIVATIVES

ABEL KLEIN

Renormalized products of the generalized free field and
its derivatives are shown to exist as continuous sesquilinear
forms on the C~-vectors of the adjusted free Hamiltonian.
Smeared in space and time, with some restrictions on the
time smearing, and mild restrictions on the generalized free
field, they are shown to be densely defined operators, admit-
ting a self-adjoint extension when the smearing is even in
time. Lorentz covariance of these products is shown.

In [4, 5], Segal has given an intrinsic characterization for the
renormalized powers of field operators, which were first introduced
by G. C. Wick as a procedure for standardizing the removal of in-
finities from products of field operators. Segal characterizes these
"Wick products" by their commutation relations with the field oper-
ators plus the requirement of zero vacuum expectation. He also
shows their existence and uniqueness in the case of the "neutral
scalar free field" associated with a locally compact abelian group
with a given energy operator. They have the property that the
field operators at a fixed time generate a maximal abelian self-
adjoint algebra. We extend SegaFs results to the case of a more
general field, commonly called the "generalized free field", intro-
duced by Greenberg [2]. In the case of the generalized free field,
the field at a fixed time is not an operator in general, and the field
operators must be smeared in time as well as in space, and thus the
field operators do not commute. Nevertheless, we show that the
methods of [5] still apply, and we extend them to products also
involving derivatives of the field. In particular, these extend the
results of [5] for products of the form :φ{x)rφ(x)s: in the case of the
neutral scalar free field over Rn with the usual energy operator.
The renormalized products of the generalized free field and its de-
rivatives are shown to exist as continuous sesquilinear forms on the
C"-vectors of the adjusted free Hamiltonian. Moreover, under very
mild restrictions on the generalized free field, these renormalized
products are shown to be densely defined operators having the C°°-
vectors of the adjusted free Hamiltonian in its domain, when the
smearing in time is done by a function whose Fourier transform
goes to zero fast enough at °o, and admits a self-ad joint extension,
when the smearing function is also real and even in time. This was
done in [6] for powers of the neutral scalar free field. We also show
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Lorentz covariance of these renormalized products.
B. Simon has pointed out to the author that the result on the

existence of self-adjoint extensions follows from Wightman [7, Theorem
3, p. 592]. However, in the case of the renormalized products of the
generalized free field and its derivatives it is straightforward to prove
it directly, without appealing to the PCT theorem-

It should be noted that the renormalized products of the neutral
scalar free field have been studied by Wightman and Garding [8].
Our work is more on the spirit of Segal [4, 5,6].

1* Preliminaries* We shall use the convention that the inner
product in a complex Hubert space is antilinear in the first coordinate,
and linear in the second.

If έ%f is a given complex Hubert space, the corresponding free
Weyl process {J%Γ, W> Γ, v) consists of

( i ) a complex Hubert space J%Γ.
(ii) a continuous map W from £ίf to the unitary operators on

5$Γ satisfying the Weyl relations:

W(z) W{z') = exp {- (i/2)Im(z, z9)} W(z + z') , for all z, zf e ^ T .

(iii) a continuous unitary representation U~>Γ(U) of the group
of all unitary operators on <βgf, such that:

(a) Γ(U)W(z)Γ(U)~ι = W(Uz) for all U and z.
(b) dΓ(A) ^ 0 for any self-adjoint operator A ^ 0 in <%*, where

dΓ(A) denotes the self-adjoint generator of the continuous unitary
one-parameter group Γ(eitA), teR.

(iv) a unit vector v e J%Γ which is cyclic for the W(z) and such
that Γ(U)v = v for all U.

The foregoing properties determine (̂ %7 W, Γ, v) uniquely, with-
in unitary equivalence.

This definition is due to Segal.

2* The generalized free field* Let M denote n + 1 dimensional
Minkowskian space-time, with relativistic scalar product

x y = xoyo - x y .

If / is a function on M, f(p) = (2π)~{n+1)l2 ί e~ip'xf(x)dx will denote

its Fourier transform, when it makes sense. If J^ is a set of func-

tions on M, with Fourier transforms, J^ will denote the set of their
transforms.

Let p be a given Lorentz invariant positive measure over M,
such that the support of p is contained in {ke M \ k k > 0}, and
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), the space of tempered distributions over space time. By

[3, p. 97], peS?' if and only if ί (1 + || k \\Trl2dp{k) < oo for some

r > 0 where || k ||2 = k2

0 + k k. Equivalently,

dp(k) = δ(-k2 + m2)dkdμ(m2) ,

where μ is a positive measure on (0, oo), such that

ί (1 + 2A-2 + ra2)-r/2(ra2 + k2)~ll2dkdμ(m2) < oo for some r > 0 .

Let j r = {/€L2(Jlί, dp)\f(k) = /(-&) for all fc in Λf}. ^ is a

real Hubert space, with inner product (/, g) = \ f(k)g(k)dp(k). We

make Sίf into a complex Hubert space by defining multiplication by
i to be the operator j given by (jf)(k) = iε(k)f(k), ε(k) = 1 if kQ > 0,
and — 1 if ά0 < 0. We can now introduce the complex inner product
</, £> = (/, 9) + i(jf, §)* More explicitly, if Ά(f, g) = Im</, g}, then
^(7, g)= -i\ e(k)?(k)g(k)dp(k), and </, §̂> = 2 j f{k)g{k)θ{k)dp{k),

where θ{k) — 1 if fe0 > 0, and 0 otherwise.
Let R^{M) = {fe^(M) \ f real-valued}. Then

Moreover, as peS^', S^(M) <zL2(M, dp), and is dense in L2(M,dρ),
so RS^(M) c 3ίf and dense in it (actually, we have to identify func-
tions in Sf that are equal almost everywhere with respect to p, but
we will leave this understood). As the Fourier transform is an iso-
morphism from £f onto £f, we can transfer to RS^(M) the Hubert
space structure, and let έ%f be the completion of RS^(M). Then we
can extend the Fourier transform to £ίf, and it is a unitary map

from £ίf onto 3ίf. Thus if /, g e Sίf, </, g}^ = </, g)^, and we will
write A(f, g) = Im </, g} = ! ( / , g).

DEFINITION. The generalized free field associated with p is the
free Weyl process over έ%f.

Let (^7 W, Γ, v) be the free Weyl process over £if. Then the
field operators Φ{f) are defined by eitΦ{f) = W(ί/), for / e ^ K Then

- ΪA(/, flr). For /, flr e R^(M), we have

ε(k)eik <*-y)f(x)g(y)dxdydp(k) .

Let Z>(α;) = -i(2τr)"- ( Λ + 1 ) f ε(k)eikxdp(k). D(x) is not a function, b u t
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D(x) e S?\ as p e $>'.

Then A(f, g) = I D(x - y)f{%)g{y)dxdy, so if we write Φ{f) =

<p(x)f(x)dx, [φ(x), φ(y)] = ίD(x - 2/).

EXAMPLE. The neutral scalar free field with mass m0: let
dμ(m2) = δ(m2 — ml)dm2, or, equivalently, let d/θ(A;) = <?(—A;2 + ml)dk.
Then ^g^ can be identified with the space of solutions of the Klein-
Gordon equation with mass m, •<£> — m2φ. In this case, D(x) = ̂ mo(^)
where Jmo is the solution of the Klein-Gordon equation, in the sense
of distributions, satisfying the Cauchy data

Λmo(x, 0) - 0 ; ~ 4 0 f e 0 ) = δ(x) .

We recall that in the general case, dp(k) = δ(—k2 + m2)dkdμ(m2), so

D(α ) = 1 Am(x)dμ(m2). That is the way generalized free fields were

first introduced by 0. W. Greenberg in [2], by requiring the field
commutation relations to be an integral with respect to the mass of
the commutation relations of the neutral scalar free fields.

We would like now to introduce a particular representation of the
generalized free field, which we are going to use in the computations.

Let dp+(k) = Θ{k)dρ{k), and M% = L2(M, dρ+). Then the mapping

/—+T/ΊΓ θf is unitary from £ίf onto <%+, and so we can represent

the free Weyl process over £ίf as the free Weyl process over ĝ%,
and we are going to use the Fock-Cook representation (see [1]), in
which Sίί— Σ"=o Θ ^^> where 3ίίn is the symmetrized w-fold tensor
product of Jg% with itself. In particular, as

- L2(M, dp+) , 3Γn = SL2(Mn, ΠU dp+i) ,

where dp+i — dp+ for i = 1, •••, n, and SL2 means the symmetric
functions in L2. If w e X Λ , we will write w~ F(kl9 •••,&») to mean
w corresponds to the square-integrable symmetric function

In this representation the annihilation operator C*(g), for g^Sίf, is
given by

(C*(g)F)(klf , K) = VΎV^Tl j §(k)F(K K , K)dp+(k) ,

for FeS$Γn+ί (the τ/2 factor comes from the isomorphism between

i and ^
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3* Derivatives of the field. The map

fe RSf > Φ(f) = j φ(x)f(x)dx

can be considered as a tempered operator valued distribution, as the
topology of RS^ is finer then the topology of Sίf. Thus we can define
the derivatives of the field in the same way as for distributions.
More precisely, let 3 be a linear differential operator with constant
coefficients on M, and let 3* be its formal adjoint. We define

8Φ(f) = Φ(d*f) ,

for / e RSf. Symbolically,

dφ(f) = J dφ(x)f(x)dx = J φ(x)d*f(x)dx .

Then [dΦ(f), Φ(g)]~ = iA(d*f, g), so [d<p(x)9 <p(y)] - idxD(x - y) =

idD(x — y). Recall D(x) e S^\ so 3D(x) is well defined and is again
in Sf'.

In R£ζ 3 is just multiplication by a polynomial, which we will

denote by 9. On the support of p, | 9 | <£ c | k0 \
d, where d is the

degree of d and c is a constant depending on 3, as k2 = k% — k2> 0.

4. Action of the Lorentz group on Jg^ There is an action of
the inhomogeneous Lorentz group on ^f by unitary or antiunitary
operators, depending on whether time is not or is reversed. Explicit-
ly, translation by u e M is represented by the unitary operator whose
action on R£S takes f(x) —> f{x — α), and the corresponding action
on <§£% takes f{k)—*e~ik'af{k)\ the action of a pure Lorentz trans-
formation A that preserves the direction of time is unitarily im-
plemented by f(x)-+f(A-ιx) in RSI and by f (k)-* f {Λ~ιk) in i ^ ;
and if τ is a pure Lorentz transformation reversing time, it is re-
presented by the antiunitary operator that takes f(x) —* f{τ~ιx) in
R£^ and f(k) ~-^f(—τ~~ιk) in gίf+. These actions are unitary or anti-
unitary, as p is Lorentz invariant. We will call it the natural
representation.

5. Renormalized products. Let 3^ •• , 3 r be linear differential
operators in M with constant coefficients. We want to define re-
normalized products of the form dιφ(x)d2φ(x) drφ(x). As shown
by Segal in [4, 5], the right thing to ask is for these renormalized
products to behave in an algebraic sense like ordinary products, i.e.,
behave under commutation like ordinary products, and have zero
vacuum expectation. Proceeding formally, we have
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idMxfaφix) drφ(x), <P(v)\

= i Σ &&(%) ' * djφ(x) drφ(x)d5D{x — y) .
i=i

Thus, if g € £ίf

ix) drφ(x)e"iΦ{β)

+ Σ d&ix) dMx) drφ(x)dj(D *
13 = 1

+ Σ dι<P(x) δ ί δ ) d&{x) drφ{x)di{D * g){x)dό{D * $)(&)
»<3=1

+ •-. + 3!(JD*flf)(a?) ••• dr(D*g)(x) ,

where by D * g we mean 1 D(α? — y)g{y)dy. In general this is an

element of ^%t but not necessarily a function on M. But with the
right restrictions on g it will be a bounded C°°-function.

PROPOSITION 1. Let gz£έf be such that SeL^M^dp). Then
D * g is well-defined as a bounded continuous function on M. More-
over, if kogeL^M, dp) for all r — 0,1, 2, , D * g is a C°°-function.

Proof. If geL^M.dp), D * g is the Fourier-Stieltjes transform
of the complex measure —iε(k)g(k)dp(k). To show it is continuously
differentiate just recall \k | ^ | k0 ] on the support of p.

DEFINITION. For any positive operator A in a Hubert space,
£^U(A) will denote the common part of the domains of the Ar, r =
1, 2, and \3f*XA)\ denotes this set as a topological vector space
in the topology in which a generic neighborhood of 0 consists of all
x such that || Arx\\ < ε for r < r0, for some e and r0.

We are now ready to state our first theorem.

THEOREM 1. Let B be a given positive self-adjoint operator in
^ such that B is given by multiplication by a function β in £ίf,
where β"1 e LP(M, dp) for pε[p0, °°] for some p0 ^ 1, and there exists a
constant c > 0 and a positive rational number q such that

on the support of p. Let H = dΓ(B). Then, for any given linear
differential operators with constant coefficients dl9 , dr on M, and
every xeM, there exists a continuous sesquilinear form φ(d19 ,3 r; x)
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on \SfJΉ)\ such that:
( i ) the map {x, u, w) —* φ(du , dr; x)(u, w) is continuous from

M x [3L{H)] x [̂ oo(-ff)] into C.
(ϋ) <P(0', x)(u, w) = (u, w} for every u, WG[£&JJH)\, where 0

stands for an empty set of linear differential operators; and

φ(du ., dr; x)(v, v) = 0 if r ^ 1 .

(iii) for arbitrary ge&LiB),

<PΦu % drm, x){e~mβ)u, e~iΦ{9)w)

= Σ Σ C ί

Furthermore, the <p(du ••, dr; x) are uniquely determined by these
conditions.

Proof. We first notice that if ge&Jβ), then geL^M.dp), for
g = βvgβ~p, so if we take p large enough so that /S"1 e L2P(M, dp), it
follows g is the product of two functions, each of which is in L2(M,
dp), and thus it is in L^M, dp). Similarly JcSgeL^M, dp) for all s —
1, 2, •••, as I fed ̂  c I β\q on the support of p. Thus by Proposition
1, D * £ is a bounded C~-function, so condition (iii) has a non-
ambiguous meaning.

The uniqueness part of the theorem follows from Theorem 3 2 of
[5], by the argument that given dl9 « ,3 r , if the products

are unique for s < r, and there exists another form with the same
properties as <p(dl9 •• ,9 r; »)> then the two forms have a difference
which is invariant under the unitary transformations eiΦ{9), g e SfJJί),
and has zero vacuum expectation.

The proof of the existence proceeds by the establishment of ex-
istence and properties of the limit of (u,: d^(gx) ••• drφ(gx): w}, as g
converges to the δ function, where gx(y) = g(y — x), w,ue &W{H),
and : : is the renormalization map with respect to the normal vacuum
studied by Segal in [4, pp. 426-34],

We will divide the proof in several lemmas. But before proceed-
ing with it we need to introduce some notation: we will write

Thus, if w e 3tίm Π &{H) and w - F(kly , km),

Hw - βm(kl9 , km)F(kί9 . , K) .
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LEMMA 1. Letwe^l, ueJ>Γm, w~F(kί9 •••,&„), u~G(k19 « ,fcm).
Then for every g e

(u,: dtφ(g) * drΦ(g): w}

= (m (ra - 1) (m - s + l))ιί\n (ra - 1) (n - (r - β) + I))1/2

9(kβ)d(ka+1) §(kr)P(kl9 , &,.)(?(&!, , fc , Pi, , p«.β)

F(k9+ι, , fcr, Vu , Pm-sW+ih) dp+ikjdp+ipj dρ+(pm_s) %

where P(kί9 , fcr) = Σ Λ u W ^a(s)(k8)dσ(8+1)(k8+ί) dσ(r)(kr), where
the sum is over all permutations σ of {1, r}, i/ ίΛere e#is£s αti integer
0 ^ s ^ r such that 2s — m Λ r — n9 and equals zero otherwise.

Proof. Φ(g) = 2~1'2(C(</) + C*(flr))"", so

dΦ(g) = 2-1^2(C(a*^) + C*(d*g))~ .

Thus

= 2- ' 1 Σ Σ C(d*wg) . . C(d*wg)C*(d*iM)g)
s=0 a

Recalling that if w e SΓnf u e J ^ ς , then

<u, Ciad C(g8)C*(gs+ί) . . C*(gr)w> = 0

unless m — s = tι — (r — β), and how C(g) acts on ^ in this repre-
sentation, we get the lemma.

LEMMA 2. There exists a constant A, and a positive integer α,
independent of g, such that for arbitrary w, ue

(u,: di0(g) ••• drΦ(g): w)

= \ Π g{ki)K*ΛK , kr)dpM dp+(K)

where

j IZ.,w(fc l f , K) I d/o+ίfcO dp+(kr)

Proof. Consider first the special case of Lemma 1, i.e.,

weJTnn &JJH) , ueJ$2Γι &JJ3) .

Then, by Lemma 1, the conclusion is equivalent to
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= (m (m - 1) (m - β + l))ll2(n (n - 1) (n - (r - s) + 1))1/2

F(k8+19 , Jcr, pl9 , pm-s)dρ+(Pi)

where < (̂fc) = ${k)g{k)~ι if #(&) =£ 0, and 1 otherwise, be integrable,
with absolute integral dominated as indicated. To show that, notice
m (m — 1) (m — s + 1) ^ mr, and

n (w - 1) (n - (r - s) + 1) £ nr,

and P{ku , kr) ^ Cj3t(ku , k8)
dβr^8(ks+u , λ;r)

d on the support of
ιθ for a positive constant Cx and positive integer d, as

\k\

and /3 ̂  ε > 0 for some e > 0. Thus it suffices to prove the required

estimate for C.m^n^βXkγβ^ik'γ \ G(k', p)F{k", p) dp+(k)dp+(p) where

k' = (klf , ka), k" = (ka+ί9 , fcr), p = (px, , pm_ s), and φ+(&) =
dJo+ίfcO dp+(k8), dp+(p) = dρ+(pt) dp+(pm_s). By Lemma 4.2 of [5],
we can estimate this by

', p) ||2
,_s(/b") + βm-8(p))bF(k", p) ||2

sup

Noticing that

\ p) ||2
H)b+d+rl2u ||,

as J5 ^ || β"1 ||~x > 0, and similarly for the term in F, all that remains
to show is that the last term in the estimate is bounded by a con-
stant independently of m and n. In fact,

\

which if 0 < s < r, is less than equal to

βs(kT2bdp+(k') J βr-s{k")dp+{k")
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which in turn can be bounded by (I (β(q)~2b + β(q)~2bjr)dp+(q)j, as

we will show, and that is bounded independently of m and n, if we
choose b large enough so that 2b/r > p0, as β~ιeLp for p e [p0, oo].

It suffices thus to show that

b + β{q)-ulr)dp+(q) ,

if 0 < j < r .

But this follows from the inequality

aλa2 aά ^ (αx + a2 + + α,-)' , if α4 > 0, i = 1, , j"

and the fact β(q)~2b!j ^ β(q)~~2b + β(q)~2blr, for 0 < i < r.
If s = 0 or s — r, trivialized versions of the above argument are

applicable.
Now let w and u be arbitrary in ^^(H), and write w = ^nwn,

u = χ m \ ; where wΛ, un e J ^ . As βίί/f and eitN commute, each wn

and um is again in &„(£[), and the estimate just derived is applicable.
Thus each KUm,Wn is integrable, and the question reduces to the
integrability of Σ«,« K*n>»n> a n ( ^ °̂ ^ e estimate of its Lx norm.
Now idβfa) ••• drφ(g): wn is orthogonal to ^m, in case \m — n\ > r,
so the sum in question can be expressed as ΣΓ=_r Σm KUm>Wm+s. The
sum over s being finite, it suffices to establish the integrability and
estimate for Σm Kum,wm+S It is evidently enough to show

Σ ll £«m,i*m+βlli
TO

is finite and satisfies the required inequality. Now

II κ%m,Wm+a ii, ΞS A II ( l + i o x J i II ( i + i?)°w m + s | | ,

SO

ΣII£.„„.„+.Ik ^ A Σ 11(1 + ίθ β t t . l l 11(1 + HγWm+s\\
TO TO

^ α ( Σ II (1 + H)«Mi. H
2)1'2 ( Σ II (1 + H)'wΛ

= A | | (1 + H)"u\\ | | (1 + Hfw\\ .

It follows || Ku,w \l g 2rA || (1 + fΓ)"M|| || (1 + fl)βw|l» as required.

LEMMA 3. Ϊ7ιe limit lim^0- (u,: d^ig^ ••• drΦ(gx): w} exists, and
is a continuous function of x e M, u, w e [^

Proof. As gjje) = e^ik'xg(k), we have, by Lemma 2

drΦ{g*) w>
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where k = (kίf , kr), dp+(k) — dp+ifa) dρ+{kr), and

|| Ku, J L ^ A II (1 + HYu

JK" and α being constants independent of g, uy w. If g—>δ, then
#—•1, and by dominated convergence the limit as g —*<5 exists and

equals f e"i{Σlki)'xKUyW{k)dρ+{k) . Let us call this limit φ(dlf •••, 3 r; x)

x fa, w). Then I φ(dl9 , 3 r; a?)(w, w) \ ̂  A || (1 + i ϊ) α u || || (1 + i ϊ) β w| | ,
and this reduces the question of its continuity as a function of x, u,
w to the question of its continuity as a function of x, and this is
clear from its representation above as an absolutely convergent
integral.

Conclusion of proof of theorem: We have only to show that
φ(du •••, dr; x) satisfies conditions (i), (ii), and (iii). Condition (i) was
proved in Lemma 3, (ii) follows from (v,: d^(g) drΦ(g): v} = 0 if
r > 0 for all g, together with the definition of <p(0; x). To prove
(iii), notice that

. . drΦ{g)\ e~mh)

= Σ Σ ΆΦ{g) drfKJg) £fi{g) drφ(g):

This follows from emh)Φ(g)e~mh) = Φ(g) + A(g, h), which follows from
the Weyl relations, together with an induction using Theorem 1.3 (a)
of [4].

If we now apply the expression above to w, and take its inner
product with u, having substituted gx for g, and then take the limit
as g—»δ, we obtain (iii), noticing that limff_δ A(d*gx, h) = d(D*h)(x),
and using emh)w e 3fJM), if hε&rJB) (Theorem 3-2 of [5]). End of
proof

REMARK. AS an example of the operator H involved in the
theorem, we can take H as the free Hamiltonian, i.e., β{k) — k0, if
kQ is bounded away from zero in the support of p, and otherwise
take β{k) = e(k) + kQ. In any case we will denote this operator by
flo, and call it the adjusted free Hamiltonian.

COROLLARY. With the same hypothesis as in the theorem, there
exists for every feL^M) and linear differential operators with
constant coefficients dί9 « ,9 r, a continuous sesquilinear form
Φ(dι, , dr; f) on [^o(H)] such that

( i ) Φ(dl9 ••, dr; f) is a linear function of f, and the map
(/, u, w) —• Φ(dl9 ' , dr; f)(u, w) is continuous from
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Lt(M) x \3fJJβ)\ x

into C.
(ii) Φ(0 f)(u> w) = (u, w}, where 0 stands for an empty

set of linear differential operators, and Φ(dl9 , dr; f)(v, v) — 0 if
r^l.

(iii) For arbitrary g^SfJ^B),

Φ(du ...,dr;f)(e~iΦ^u,e-iΦ{9)w)

= Σ Σ Φ(3» > 9,v , 3ys, , 9,; f35ι(D*g)Σ

/or αW u, w G
Furthermore, the Φ(d19 , dr; f) are uniquely characterized by

these conditions.

Proof. Let Φ{du , dr; f)(u, w) = \ ̂ (9^ , 9r; a;) (π, w)f(x)dx.

Then (i), (ii), (iii) follow from Theorem 1, and uniqueness is proved
as in the theorem. End of proof.

We have by now established the existence of the renormalized
products as continuous sesquilinear forms. We can now look at their
existence as operators in

DEFINITION. Let R be a densely defined sesquilinear form on a
Hubert space 3Γ, with dense domain &. The operator Rop associated
with R will be defined as having domain

&(R0P) = {w e sr\\ R(u, w) \ ̂  c(w) || u || for all u e 3f,

where c(w) is a finite constant} ,

and for all we&(R0P), Ropw is given by (u, RύPw) — R(u, w) for all
u 6 &ί. We will also write R for Rop, when it cannot cause confusion.

PROPOSITION 2. Let j ^ ~ be any class of integrable functions on
M, which is invariant under multiplication by di(D*g), i = 1, •••, r,
g e ^^{B). Then if there exists w e 3fJJ3.) in the domain of

K •• ,3 ί.;/) f°r allfe^, {dh, . ., dis} c R,

these operators are densely defined.

Proof. Let £gr be intersection of the domains of the

Φ(dh,.- ,dis;f), for /
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It suffices to show e~mo) &r c &r for all g e SfJJB), for then Hr=
or {0}, as the e~iΦi9\ g^SίJβ), form an irreducible set of operators.

The proof of e~iΦ{s)& c &, ge^(B), goes by induction, using
condition (iii) of Corollary. End of proof.

REMARK. Our next theorem will be to the effect that the
Φ(3i 9r: /) are indeed densely defined operators, with some mild
restrictions on p, for a certain class of /'s, and have SfJJΆ^ on its
domain, where HQ is the adjusted free Hamiltonian. Another way
of getting that kind of result, would be to prove that the vacuum
v is in the domain of the Φ(du , dr; /) , for a certain class ^ 7 that
could be taken as S^{M), which is invariant under the dj(D*g), by
Proposition 1, and then apply Proposition 2. The proof that v is in
all those domains, is contained in the proof of Theorem 2, and we
would need condition (ii) of Theorem 2, but (iii) is not needed. Of
course, the result is somewhat weaker than Theorem 2, as our oper-
ators would have a smaller domain.

THEOREM 2. Let Ho be the adjusted free Hamiltonian, i.e.,

HQ = dΓ(B), where B acts in £%f as multiplication by β, where
β(k) = k0 in case \ k0 \ ̂  δ > 0 on the support of p, or β(k) — ε(k) + k0

otherwise. Suppose also

( i ) I f(k) I ̂  g{k)h{h), where g e L2(Rn) f] L^{Rn), h e £S(R).

(ii) 1(1 + m)~qτnrιdμ{m2) < oo, for some g ^ L

(iii) \ m~ιdμ(m2) fg c ^ 2 , for some cγ > 0, c2 > 0.
Jo

Then i^(iϊo) c ^(Φ(du , 3r; /)) for all linear differential oper-
ators with constant coefficients du * , 3 r

Proof. W e h a v e t o s h o w | Φ(dί7 , dr; f){u, w) \ ̂  c(w) \\u\\ for
all u, w G SίJ^Ή.), where c(w) < oo. It suffices, by the argument
given in the end of the proof of Lemma 2, to show

! Φ(3i, , 3,; f)(u, w)\£A\\(l + H)*w\\ || ^ II

for w e 3^1 Π S^ΛΉ.), u e SiΓm e 3?ΛΉ.), for suitable constants A, an, in-
dependent of u, w, n, m.

From the proof of Theorem 1, with the same notation

. . , 3 r ; f)(u,w)

Φ f ffe kt-± kλ K'U,W{K , kr)dp+(h) dP+(kr)
J \ 1 s+1 /

where
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= (m (m - 1) (m - s + l)fl\n -•• (n- (r- s) + I ) 1 ' 2 .

P ( k l 9 , kr) j G ( f t ' , p ) W , p)dp+(p), 2s = m + r - n ,

if such an 0 ^ s ^ r exists, or equals zero otherwise. We only need
to consider the case when such an s exists. The factors in m and n
can be bounded by Axn

r, where Aί is a constant, as

I m - n I ^ r P(kly . , kr) ^ A2β8{k'Yβr_8{k")\

for constants A2, d, as in the proof of Lemma 2.
Thus, using Lemma 4.2 of [5], in the same way as in the proof

of Lemma 1, we get

, dr; f)(u, w)\^Az | | NΉ*(1 + H)*w \\\\u\\Q ,

where A3 is a suitable constant and

Q =

It suffices to show Q is bounded with a bound independent of w, m,
and 0 ^ s ^ r.

Recalling /3m_8(p) > 0, we have

^ J /3βW/3,-s(&")-2δ I flr(M. - [Mrs) I2 I ΛflΛo]. - ihUs) \2dp+(k)

where [&]s = Σ ί ^ , [k]r- = Σ ί + i ^
Since heS^(R), \ h(ξ) \ ̂  cs(r + (f)) - i for some constant ^ for

3 = 1,2, . . . .
We will estimate the last integral in two regions:

I: \[ko]s-[ko]r-s\^l/2[ko]8

II: I [ko]8 - [fto]M I < 1/2 [ftb]..
In region I, the integral in question is bounded by

o) \ β.(V)*(r + Iko]8r
2jβr-s(k"r2b I g(W. - lk]rs) \2dp+(k)

^ c) \ (r + [ko]8)-^dβ^8(kT2b\9(lk]s - [&],-*) \2dp+(k)

as β(k) = k0 or 1 + k0 on the support of ρ+.
Recalling (ax + (h + + an)

n ^ axa2 α», and choosing i such
that — 2j + d < 0, we can bound the above expression by
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c' \ Π (1 + h.y-v™* Π ySίfc*)-*" I gW. - $]_.) \*dP+(k)
J 1 β + 1

^ β" 5 Π (l + ^ ) - a I gW, - [k]r~.) \2dp+(k),

for suitable constants c', e", a < (2j — d)/r, a < 26/r, which as p+ is
invariant under the proper Lorentz group, is equal to

c" j Π (1 + ^ )

= o'"\(\πα

Now

^ (1 + I ki |)~αi ί (1 + constant (1 + | kt |)"

by condition (ii), if a = ax + α2, and we choose α large enough so
that α2 can be chosen equal to q.

Thus we only have to bound

\ Π Π

by Fubini's theorem, where a = (1 + | p |)~α.
If now we choose a large enough so that αx is sufficiently large

for a e Lp(Rn) for all p j ^ 1, by the Young inequality

a * * α e L ^ { R n ) ,

and thus, as geL2(Rn), we get a bound for the above integral.

In region II, [kQ]s ^ 2 [fco]r-8> so the integral in question is bound-

ed by c'" [ βs{k')dβr-s{k")-2hdρ+{k), where c'" is a suitable

constant, as g and /& are bounded. This is

^ C" ( βr_8(k"yzb+ddp+(!c)

= β'" ί /3r_,(A")-2i

J

m

which, if we use (iii), can be bounded by
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which we can bound, if we choose b large enough, as in the proof of
Lemma 2, independently of m and n. End of proof.

Our next theorem looks at how these renormalized products
transform under Lorentz transformations.

PROPOSITION 3. Let V be the natural representation of the
Poincare group P (or ίnhomogeneous Lorentz group) by unitary or
antiunitary operators in 3ίf. Then, if TeP, Γ(V(T))&»(H0) c

Proof. Ho = dΓ(B), where B acts on §if+ as multiplication either
by k0 or 1 + kQ. Let w e &JJ1) Π 3ίΓ^ w~F(k1, , km). Let TeP.
Then T = TΛ, where r is a translation and Λ a homogeneous Lorentz
transformation. Writing Γ(T) for Γ(V(T)), we have

|| H0

aΓ(T)w\\2 = j βm(ky« I F(±Λ-%, , ±Λ-1km) | 2dP +(k) ,

= (h, * ',K), which is equal to

, Λm) |
2φ+(/b)

*.) |2φ+(Λ) = C i| #oαsw ii2

for some integer s, depending only on Λ, as β(±Λk) = ±(-4fc)0 or
l±(Λ&)o on the support of p+9 and thus is a polynomial in k and so
can be bounded by a constant times a power of β(k), say /3(&)8. End
of proof.

THEROREM 3. Let T be an inhomogeneous Lorentz transforma-
tion. Then, for every du , 3r,

(a) for all xeM, φ(dl9..., dr; aj)(Γ(Γ)-χ Γ(Γ)-ιw) = φ(d19 - , dr;
Tx)(u, w) for all u,we &<»{HQ).

(b) for all feL^M), Φ(du , 3r; f)(Γ(T)~ιu, Γ(T)~ιw) =
, , 3r; /Γ)(%, w), /or α« u, n; e SfJJΆ^ where fτ(x) = f{T~ιx).
(c) J/ 3fJiH0)d3f(Φ(d19 .,5 r; /)), tΛen SrJ&^&WK , 3r;

. . . , 3 r ; Λ)w /or αZί

Proof. By Proposition 3, Γ(T)-γ&ΛΉ.^<z. SίJΉ.^ and so the
theorem makes sense.

To prove (a), it is enough to show

Γ(T) -AΦiQ) drΦ{g):
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which follows from Γ{T)Φ{g)Γ{T~ι) = Φ{gτ), and the fact that the
renormalization operator : : is invariant under transformations by
an operator of the form Γ(V), where V is a unitary operator in £ίf,
since Γ(V) preserves commutation relations and vacuum expectations,
in terms of which : : is uniquely defined (see [4]).

Since if g —>d( — x), gτ—><5( — Tx), (a) follows from the explicit
construction in the proof of Theorem l (b) follows from (a), and (c)
follows from (b) plus the fact that || ^(Γ)- 1 ^ || = \\u\\. End of proof.

COROLLARY. Let f be a real-valued function in L^M) such that
£2roa{H<ύCL£3r{Φ{du •• ,3 r ;/)) . Then, if there exists a translation τ
and homogeneous Lorentz transformation Λ which preserves the
direction of time, such that fτA is an even function on the time variable,
Φ(dl9 •••, dr; f) Î Όo(-Ho) admits a self-adjoint extension.

Proof* It is clear from the explicit construction of Φ(du •• ,9 r ;
/) that it is a symmetric operator if / is real. By last theorem (c),
Φ(K , Sr; f) = Γ(τΛrιΦ(dl3 , dr; fτΛ)Γ{τΛ), where Γ{τΛ) is unitary,
as Λ preserves the direction of time. Thus it is enough to show
Φ(dly , dr; f) 12&JJI) admits a self-adjoint extension, if / is even
in time. Let <%f be time reversal, i.e. £?{x, t) = (x, —t). Then

is an antiunitary operator on 3ίΓ, such that

T
 2) =

so Γ(3f) is a conjugation on J ^ By Theorem 3 (c),

, dr; f)Γ(^Γw = Φ(dl9 , dr;

for all w e SfΛH^, as / is even in time, and so,

being a densely defined symmetric operator commuting with a con-
jugation, admits a self-adjoint extension. End of proof.
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